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Abstract 

 External factors such as green space and access to public transit have 

historically been shown to have a positive effect on property values (Asabere and 

Huffman. 2009). In an attempt to assess the potential impact that adding a light rail 

transit system to the Wasson Way corridor in Cincinnati, OH will have on adjacent 

property values, a literature review and a case study of the RTD Light Rail Transit 

System was performed. This research has important implications for property owners 

near the proposed rail line, and for municipalities who might want to use the information 

for tax-increment financing of the project. The research was done by performing 

Ordinary Least Squares regression analysis on property value change in Denver, CO 

from 2002-14. The case study revealed overall property value increase ranging from 4% 

to 63% for single family homes within 3/4 mile of the RTD Light Rail Line; the literature 

review showed that such increases are common but that the distance at which the rail 

line affected property values was greater than expected. 

 

Introduction 

 The question to be answered is, in what way and to what degree would a light rail 

line affect property values surrounding Wasson Way if it were to be built? Property 

owners, both commercial and residential, have expressed concern that a light rail line 

would have a negative impact on the value of their property due to noise and pollution, 

and community push-back is a major barrier to any public works project. For the project 

to move forward, unanimous consent from property owners is very beneficial to 

developers. Additionally, if it is determined that a positive effect on property values 

would likely result from building a light rail line in Cincinnati, then tax increment 

financing might be a viable option to help pay for a portion of such an expensive project. 
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Tax increment financing is a method of subsidizing public infrastructure that uses future 

gains on taxes to subsidize current or proposed improvements, which are projected to 

create the conditions of said gains (Tax Increment Financing and Economic 

Development, Uses, Structures and Impact. Edited by Craig L. Johnson and Joyce Y. 

Man. State University of New York Press). 

 A literature review revealed more than fifty similar studies on land values and 

access to public transportation. Of the fifty-three studies performed as of 2009 to assess 

the impact of public transportation on property values, only one indicated a negative 

impact of property values. The positive impact on property values ranged from as little 

as 2% up to120% increase in value. For studies performed on twenty-six residential 

properties that were able to quantify the impact of public transportation, the average 

increase was found to be 13.8%; for five studies performed on commercial properties 

that were able to quantify the impact, the average increase in property value was found 

to be 48.6%. The remaining twenty-one studies were not able to quantify the effect, but 

the effect was determined to be positive. (Viegas, José Manuel, 2009) 

 

Methodology 

Attempts to determine the effect of individual factors on property values are 

called hedonic pricing methods, where regression such as ordinary least squares is 

often used to determine the coefficient for individual factors. Hedonic equations are 

often a regression of a houses value on housing characteristics, and the regression 

coefficients are then transferred into estimates of the implicit prices of these 

characteristics. This research is essentially hedonic in nature and has advantages and 

disadvantages compared to the traditional model. The dependent variable for 

regression was Total Value change from 2002-13 and the independent variables were 

distance in feet to railway features. Compared to the traditional model, this one 

accounts for far fewer variables; it hinges on the assumption that there was no 

widespread building improvements that would be collinear with distance to railway 

features, as this would result in a spurious correlation.  Logic dictates that this is 
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unlikely, and the advantage of this method is that it is much less tedious to calculate 

and allows for the assessment of all property in range very easily and therefore has an 

advantage in terms of sample size.  

In an attempt to quantify the effect that building a light rail line has on adjacent 

property values, parcel data from Denver, CO for 2002 and 2013 was located from The 

Denver Open Data Catalog. The Denver Open Data Catalog is a website that provides 

open access to databases of information about Denver, CO and is managed by the City 

of Denver. Since the RDT light rail line in Denver became operational in 2006, data from 

2002 and 2013 are ideal dates to assess the effect of the rail line on adjacent property 

values because of the lag time before the effect of the railway would be reflected in 

property values. 

The next step was to subtract 2013 total property value from 2002 property value 

for all parcels to get total value change. Similar attempts at hedonic modeling, 

assessing the effect of externalities on property values, account for a wide variety of 

variables that contribute to a houses value (size, bedroom #, bath #, etc) and use a 

much smaller sample size (Malpezzi, Stephen. 2003); however, since the desire is to 

assess the value change of the same building located on the same lot, this is not 

necessary, and data was found for 30,000 single family properties within one mile of the 

RTD Light Rail System. 

It is necessary, however, to separate the parcels by use type before running OLS 

regression because it is logical that a warehouse’s or vacant lot’s total value would not 

be affected to the same degree, if at all. Regression was performed on single family 

homes, multi-family residential, retail, and commercial property separately. The “land 

use type” data is actually quite detailed, and some groupings had to be made. Due to 

the limitations of OLS regression, vacant lots were not included in the analysis due to 

the small sample size.  

 Commercial real estate appraisals are very interesting and could yield valuable 

insights. The way a residential home is valued is based on comparable home sales and 

amenities, but ultimately the free market because a home is worth whatever anyone 
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wants to pay for it. In a short-hand commercial valuation (the type that is done to arrive 

at a value for this data), the method of appraisal is called income capitalization, where 

how much money a business makes compared to other businesses of the same type 

accounts for a large chunk of the equation for valuation. So it then follows that, if the 

same business on the same lot increases in value from one year to the next, it has 

increased its income. If this holds true then it’s no stretch to say that a robust coefficient 

between property values and distance to a rail line or hub is indicative of a benefit that 

results from locating close to a one of these features. This appeals to intuition, 

especially retail businesses because rail lines would mean more foot traffic, which 

means more shoppers in a particular store.  

 Ordinary least squares regression was performed in ArcMap 10.1 to see if there 

is robust coefficient. For the OLS regression, Total Value Change from 2002-13 (in 

dollars) was set to be the dependent variable, and distance in feet to the nearest rail 

station, and distance in feet to the railway as explanatory factors. To better see the 

effect of the rail line on property values, single family housing values for 2002 where 

adjusted to 2013 prices by adding 20%.(www.divisionofhousing.com)  

 Regression was performed every 1/8th mile starting at 1 mile away from rail lines 

to look for a significant correlation between distance to both rail lines and light rail 

stations, and property value change.  

 

Results 

 Data show that the light rail lines and hubs had a statistically significant impact 

on single family home values up to three quarters of a mile away. There was no 

significant correlation found with property of other types. The degree to which light rail 

lines and stations influenced the value of single family homes in Denver, CO was found 

to be non-linear; property located closer to rail lines and stations were generally found 

to have increased at a greater rate (coefficient).  

Regression was performed at 1/8 mile increments and the graph below indicates 
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a line of best fit. These zones, when graphed, create overlapping zones of influence. 

The following equation describes the value added to property:   

TV2=TV1 +[zone coefficient*((D-5280)*-1))] Where TV1 =Pre-rail total value of a 

parcel, TV2  = Post-rail total value of a parcel, and D is distance to a feature in feet. 

 

  

  

Analysis 

The coefficient represents dollars for every one foot closer to a feature (light rail 

line, or light rail stop) a parcel of property is. For example, at 3/4 mile and one foot away 

from either feature, the value added is $0, and then every consecutive foot closer to a 

rail stop adds $12.60 until the property is 5/58h of a mile away where the coefficient 

increases. The coefficients above represents the data in raw form that result from OLS 

regression; to make more sense of it, it can be thought of as a percentage of a home’s 
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value gained per foot closer to a feature. This is arrived at by dividing the coefficient($) 

by the average single family home’s value: 

Coefficient($)/Average total property value (single family, in $)= coefficient(%) 

Using the equation that describes total value added to a house located x feet away from 

a feature, the coefficient(%) can be put in and D can be the distance that corresponds 

with each coefficient. The resulting number is a shorthand method of estimating the 

maximum value added to a house as a percentage.  

I.e. For ($30/ft, ¼ mile):  .0125%*(-1*(1320ft-5280ft))=49%  

 This means that a home located within 1/4 mile of a light rail line could see up to a 49% 

increase in value. The following table summarizes the results: 

 1/4 Mile 3/8 Mile  1/2 Mile 5/8 Mile 3/4 Mile 

Light Rail 49% 63% 35% 10.5% 4% 

Rail Stops  47% 32% 17% 7% 

 

 Referring back to the graph, it is easy to visualize the way the different zones 

interact based on distance to each feature. While trying to estimate the value added to a 

parcel of property, only one coefficient is used at a time in the equation because there 

was never a significant correlation between both variables with the same sample; a 

property’s total value increase was correlated with either distance to rail lines, or 

distance to rail stops. The strongest coefficient should be used for the zone a parcel is 

located in because, logically, it will be the dominant factor in determining the desirability 

of a parcel. To think of this as a simile, it would be like one parcel being located next to 

a Chipotle and a McDonald’s; if being next to a McDonald’s increases value by $1 and 

being next to a Chipotle increases value by $2, that parcel’s added value is $2 because 

there is no negative effect associated with being next to something less valuable.  
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Application to Wasson Way 

 The goal of performing a case study on the RTD Rail Line in Denver is to apply 

the knowledge to property along Wasson Way. Since there are coefficients for 

percentage of value added based on distance to features, those coefficients can be 

transformed into a dollar figure for value added to single family homes in Cincinnati by 

simply multiplying the percentage coefficient by the average single family home price in 

Cincinnati at the current market rate of $120,000 (www.trulia.com). If this is done, the 

following table is achieved: 

 

Potential Impact on Cincinnati Property Values 

 1/4 Mile 3/8 Mile  1/2 Mile 5/8 Mile 3/4 Mile 

Light Rail $58,800 $75,600 $42,000 $12,600 $4,800 

Rail Stops  $56,400 $38,400 $20,400 $8,400 

 

 

 What is unique about the findings is not the intensity of influence, influences have 
been as drastic as 120% value added by light rail to commercial property in Santa Clara 
County, California, but the extent. Previous studied have found influence only up to 
500m (1,640 feet) (Al-Mossaind, Dueker, and Strathman. 1993) 

, but a statistically significant correlation was found at 3/4 mile (3,960 feet) for the RTD 

rail line in Colorado. Theoretically, this may be due to either data limitations of other 

studies or the willingness of people living in Denver to travel farther. Previous studies 

found a correlation between property value increase and distance to public 

transportation up to walking distance. The median age for people in Denver is 31.7 

years old, compared to the national average of 36.8 years old, and people in Denver are 

more likely to ride a bike (bikeleague.org). This could lead to the conclusion that this 

young, fit population in Denver is willing to walk farther than average to reach public 

transit. 
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 What the data did not show is a significant correlation between commercial or 

retail property value and distance to light rail lines. This is most likely due to data 

limitations of the small sample size. The number of single family homes within a mile of 

the RTD Light Railway was around 30,000, while the number of commercial and retail 

properties within a mile was only 1,700. Without extensive data and performing 

traditional hedonic modeling that can account for other factors, a sample size of 1,700 is 

too small to find a significant correlation. However, the literature review indicated that 

there are no instances where a light rail line has not had a positive impact on 

commercial rents. It is safe to say that there would likely be a positive correlation with a 

rail line along Wasson Way and commercial and retail property values. 

 What is immediately noticeable about the pattern of results is the way that the 

coefficient increases as property gets closer to the rail line, but then the coefficient 

decreases in the last 1/4 mile to the railway. This could either be due to a fluke in the 

data, or it could be indicative of the negative effect of noise from the railway. In one 

case study for apartments in France near a railway, noise was theorized to cause an 

initial drop in property values but data were inconclusive. There was no significant 

correlation between rail stops at and land value at 1/4 mile, most likely due to small 

sample sizes.  

Conclusion 

The data for Denver, CO indicate that a well developed light rail system in 

Cincinnati could have a positive impact on property values for single family homes 

within 3/4 mile of the railway or rail stops from 4% up to 63%, which is consistent with 

findings in the literature review. Furthermore, the literature review indicates a similar 

increase in commercial rents of up to 120% is plausible. However, the RTD line in 

Denver isn’t like what is proposed for Wasson Way; the RTD Rail Line in Denver is 

upwards of 30 miles in length with 46 stations where Wasson Way is 6.5 miles in length 

with 6 proposed stops (www.dot.state.co.us). Given the fact that the literature review 

indicated property value increases as little as 4% for some public transit, more research 

is needed to determine the effect that a short rail line would have on surrounding 
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property. How desirable a property is might be explicitly tied to the usefulness of the 

public transit that the property is near, especially when considering commercial rents.  

 What is relevant and where more research needs to be done is on light rail 

lines that have bike baths running next to them, since this is what is proposed for 

Wasson Way. There are several in the U.S., including one on the RTD West line in 

Denver, but data limitations prevented research being done for this area. Previous 

studies have shown significant correlations between increased property values up to 

1000 feet from a bike path at a rate of $6/ft up to $12/ft. In theory, this might make 

locating within 1000 feet from a rail with a bike path even more valuable than locating 

within 1000 feet of a light rail line.   
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Note- the coefficients listed on the map above are incorrect. Please refer to the coefficient table 
for Cincinnati listed on page 7 
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